
CHAPTER SIX 

Managing Electronic ÿ ail* 

Electronic mail is a new way of transporting communica- 
tions which creates a new documentary form of record. The 
question of how to manage electronic mail as a record is one 
that will confront management in every contemporary organi- 
zation within the next few years. This chapter explores the issues 
associated with the management of electronic mail which 
combine the requirements for correspondence control and 
filing present in paper-based communications systems with the 
functional requirements for managing any electronic record- 
keeping systems. The author applies a generic framework for 
managing electronic records to define an approach to 
accountable corporate management of electronic mail. He 
notes in conclusion that the resultant system provides advan- 
tages over traditional paper-based systems in the archives and 
records management arena as well as for users. 

* Originally published in Archives and Manuscripts 2.21 (May 1994): 28-50. 
Previous versions of this paper were delivered at the Society of Canadian 
Office Automation Professionals, Ottawa, 31 March 1993, and the National 
Association of Government Archives and Records Administrators Annual 
Conference, St. Paul, Minnesota, 22 July 1993. Ideas contained in the paper 
were refined in workshop presentations at Monash University, Melbourne, 
Australia, in May 1993, and the University of Texas-Austin in November 
1993. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In August 1993, the U.S. District Court ruled that the 
President of the United States, the directors of agencies within 
the Executive Office of the President, and the Archivist of the 
United States were wrong in not considering White House 
electronic mail as records, in not providing for the systematic 
retention of electronic mail messages, and in believing that 
they could satisfy recordkeeping requirements for electronic 
mail by printing certain messages out to paper.l The case will 
not have explicit applicability to other jurisdictions, but the 
reasoning of the court in a case with such a high profile will 
certainly not go without notice. The question of how to man- 
age electronic mail as a record is one that will confront man- 
agement in every contemporary organization within the next 
few years. The impetus may be to document what the organi- 
zation has done to make better decisions, enforce contracts, or 
avoid claims, or it may be to reduce risks by destroying elec- 
tronic records as soon as they are not required for operational 
reasons. 

Whatever the purpose, we require a framework that will 
help us ask the question of how to ensure that electronic mail 
results the in creation of a record and how to manage records 
created by electronic mail communications over time. In this 
chapter, I apply a generic framework for managing electronic 
records to define an approach for the accountable corporate 
management of electronic mail.2 The purpose is both to illus- 
trate the applicability of the framework and to assist records 
managers, auditors, and archivists in applying appropriate 
controls to the creation, maintenance, and accessibility of elec- 
tronic mail. The constants in this framework are: 

(1) definition of functional requirements for capturing, pre- 
serving and providing access to electronic records; 
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(2) identification of four tactics used to satisfy any given 
functional requirement: policy, design, implementation, 
and standards; 

(3) rigorous exploitation of the Open Systems Environment 
(OSE) model developed by the National Institute of 
Standards and ~ e c h n o l o ~ ~ ~  to identify loci for interven- 
tion; and 

(4) use of the formal methods of the information science 
disciplines of data administration and configuration 
management. 

In addition, the framework references the effect of three 
classes of specific environmental variables: 

the business function for which the electronic record is 
created, 

the software in place to support the business application, 
and 

the corporate culture of the organization. 

The appropriate methodology is to employ one or more of 
the four tactics to achieve the required degree of control over 
electronic records throughout their life. The choice of tactics to 
apply is determined by the variables -- based on an assessment 
of the ability of each approach in the specific context -- to 
affect hardware, software, or procedure in a fashion that will 
result in electronic records that satisfy the functional require- 
ments. 

To operationalize this method, the functional require- 
ments are viewed as metadata documentation  specification^.^ 
In this way it is easier to see how they can be satisfied at dif- 
ferent points in the overall hardware and software architecture 
(using the Open Systems Environment model of software ar- 
chitecture) and in the information flow. In consequence, we 
can express each functional requirement as consisting of a re- 
quirement to capture and keep particular metadata at a given 
layer of OSE ("a switch" in the hardware configuration) and to 
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apply data administration and confibwration management 
techniques to their control. 

THE PROBLEM 

We are moving rapidly into a future in which virtually all 
workers will be linked by networked computing. A decade 
ago I, and most other automation experts, predicted that 
white-collar information workers would lead the way towards 
this future, but in fact they have held back. Today grocery 
clerks have networked cash registers, package delivery and 
messenger services employ networked hand-held receipt pads, 
and production workers on the shop floor have networked 
cutting tools, but many office workers are not yet connected. 
The economic drivers which have led to value-added infor- 
mation processing in the grocery, the factory, and the service 
industry are, however, about to change the office as well. 
Before this decade is out, information managers will have to 
support twenty-four hour a day remote access to a virtual 
work space. Most organizations will provide traditional white- 
collar services -- such as advice, regulation, and policy debate 
-- electronically. The means by which such communications 
occur is generically called "electronic mail" (e-mail), which 
refers to an underlying utility of software functionality that 
actually incorporates a changing set of services. Like the post 
office and Federal Express, electronic mail services d o  not in- 
teract with the content of the messages and should support 
interchange of virtually any kind of data. Indeed, electronic 
mail can carry highly structured messages such as Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) documents or messages containing 
data formatted in other than ASCII text, such as multimedia. 

Does e-mail therefore present a problem for accountability 
and organizational continuity? No doubt it will unless organi- 
zations d o  something to manage it. Presidents Reagan and 
Bush ordered the erasure of the electronic mail of the White 
House on the last day of their administrations only to be 
greeted in court by citizens who successfully argued that the 
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data in these computer systems contained records and could 
not be destroyed except after archival re vie^.^ Electronic Dis- 
covery, Inc., a Seattle-based company, lives by finding elec- 
tronic mail messages on unmanaged disks throughout cor- 
porate America, winning cases and large settlements for its 
clients in areas ranging from product liability to unlawful per- 
sonnel practices. As organizations use electronic mail systems 
in the daily conduct of business, they accrue evidence of the 
conduct of business that is essential in reconstructing how the 
organization made decisions, what decisions it  made, and how 
they were carried out. As some organizations develop and 
implement policies and procedures -- and the auditing, 
archives, and records management professions define "best 
practices" for management of electronic records -- organiza- 
tions will find themselves under great pressure to adopt 
guidelines and implement programs to control their e-maiL6 
Even in the absence of such widespread adoption by others, 
the Appeals Court in the Profs Case admonished both the 
Archivist of the United States for dereliction of duty in not 
providing guidelines and the White House for failure to adopt 
procedures to ensure the preservation of electronic maiL7 

In our society, organizations are legal persons. They may 
be committed to an action by their employees when these 
commitments are communicated in writing or in other ways 
which leave evidence. Electronic mail is written communica- 
tion and will become part of the normal business practice of 
any institution that uses it. Like all writing, it is "hearsay" evi- 
dence but the rules of evidence, business practice, and case 
law combine to ensure that in any jurisdiction, electronic mail 
will at least be admissible in legal and administrative pro- 
c e e d i n g ~ . ~  

Organizations are accountable to society. If private, they 
must provide a reckoning to governmental taxing, regulating, 
and reporting bodies; if  public, they are accountable to the 
general public, legislative bodies, and the executive. In all 
cases, they are responsible for contractual relations and must 
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provide accounting for performance of such contracts. The 
burden of proof has always been on the organization, but the 
trend in many jurisdictions -- as illustrated by the adoption of 
new Federal Rules of Evidence by the U.S. Congress on 1 
December 1993 -- is to place responsibility for identif cation of 
all relevant records on their  creator^.^ While good record- 
keeping was always valuable in court to defend a company 
charged with negligence, it becomes essential in a climate in 
which all records relevant to any corporate activity must be 
produced within ninety days. 

But even if organizations only needed to ensure their own 
survival, we would need to adopt better practices for man- 
agement of electronic mail. Operational records are required 
for day-to-day management when an employee is away from 
the office as well as to survive disasters such as the World 
Trade Center bombing. 

In fact, electronic mail generates requirements for all of 
the functions within an organization which are dependent 
upon recordkeeping, including privacy administration, vital 
records management, administrative security, auditing, access, 
and archives. The reasons for managing electronic mail are no 
different than those for managing internal and external corre- 
spondence carried by other carriers, but the functional re- 
quirements are quite different. 

A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Functional Requirements 

The fundamental reason that the functional requirements 
for managing electronic records seem so different from those 
for managing records recorded on paper is that electronic 
records are software dependent. This fundamental property 
has numerous implications: electronic records are not visible 
to the naked eye, they require software and hardware to be ac- 
cessed and used, and they are composed of information cre- 
ated by the integrated use of a variety of software applications. 
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The most fundamental implication is that not all information 
systems are recordkeeping systems; indeed, most database 
systems are designed not to generate records when they are 
queried and provide information in response to a user request 
even if the user "writes" a report from that data. 

When records are created, software dependency dictates 
that they must be identifiable by a system, their boundaries 
must be known to that system, and they must include within 
their boundaries the complete set of information from what- 
ever software applications is required to ensure that they are 
evidence of a transaction. The system must also somehow en- 
sure that a record exists which is comprehensive in that it 
documents every business transaction. None of these require- 
ments tends to be identified explicitly when we think of paper 
records because they are either self-evident (identifiable, 
bounded, complete) or nearly impossible to ensure within the 
design of paper systems (comprehensive). 

Software dependency also impacts the functional re- 
quirements for maintaining records once they are created. The 
soundness of records, or their integrity as complete records, 
must be maintained across software generations which may 
require representing knowledge of their contents, structure, 
and context in system-independent ways. Any uses made of 
them must be auditable -- including not only changes such as 
additions, deletions, and modifications, but also retrieval, 
viewing, filing, indexing, or classifying -- because these a d s  
have a significance for the business and affect subsequent use. 
In addition, records must be removable under appropriate 
authority and exportable to another system in order to 
accommodate changes in software and hardware systems. 

Finally, software dependence is what makes satisfying the 
functional requirements for access to records over time diffi- 
cult. Changes in hardware and software that take place over 
time can compromise the availability of records to software 
that will access them and their usability in the ways in which 
the original record was usable (executing processes along the 
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same relations as the original record when the original record 
had functionality within a larger system). It may also affect the 
end users' ability to understand their presentation because 
software different from that under which they were created 
may make different use of the contextual and structural in- 
formation they contain. In addition, the system must provide 
for the redactability of records over time and the maintenance 
of records of redactions across the history of changing imple- 
mentations. 

Even when systems architects, policy makers, and design- 
ers of business procedures are alert to these functional re- 
quirements of recordkeeping systems, it is not easy to guar- 
antee their satisfaction. Success may rest in the ability of the 
archivist and records manager to identify an appropriate tactic 
for the satisfaction of each requirement. 

Tactics 

Assuming a set of defined functional requirements for 
electronic recordkeeping systems, there are four basic strate- 
gies that could be employed to achieve the desired ends. The 
first (examined at considerable length in my 1990 report to the 
United Nations) is policy.1° 

First, and most direct, would be abIe to tell people in your 
organization to satisfy the functional requirements. If  one re- 
quirement is to be able to identify the context in which the 
record was created and the business transaction of which it is a 
part, you would instruct people in your organization that they 
must document this information either in the content of the 
record or  in a header or pointer to the record before it can be 
communicated to another person. Of course it is possible that 
a policy may not be adhered to. If this is a risk in a given busi- 
ness context it would lead us to examine one of the other 
strategies. 

A second approach would be to satisfy the same func- 
tional requirement through design. In this case you would 
specify the development of software which recognizes the 
context from which the record was created, uniquely identifies 
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each business transaction, and "stamps" this information on 
the record before it is sent out of the system to another indi- 
vidual or database. 

Alternatively we could decide to use an implementation 
approach to satisfying this functional requirement. At log on, 
each individual could be assigned a context extension. Busi- 
ness transactions would be meaningfully coded by employees 
as part of a filing system; the employees would be instructed 
to identify these codes in a second subject line of all outgoing 
correspondence. The second subject would be employed for 
retrieval but not transmitted to the addressee. 

Finally, the organization could establish an internal stan- 
dard, or work to adopt a national or international standard, for 
electronic mail envelope structures which required the pres- 
ence of such information in order to carry a message across 
networks. They would then acquire only systems which con- 
formed to that standard. 

Over the past several years, I have not encountered any 
approaches to satisfying requirements that use any approach 
other than these, although most approaches actually combine 
elements of these four "pure" tactics. If an organization walks 
through each functional requirement for recordkeeping -- 
imagining how each of the tactics might be suited to their situ- 
ation -- they generate a menu of options for action on elec- 
tronic records which can be presented to program managers 
and data processing personnel who are searching for answers 
to the question of how best to manage such records. The solu- 
tions they choose are likely to be dictated by local organiza- 
tional variables. 

Variables 

There is no rule which defines what tactics an organiza- 
tion should employ to satisfy each functional requirement, but 
it must be understood that each requirement can, in principle, 
be satisfied by a different tactic. In fad, because the functional 
requirements can be further analyzed to derive a set of meta- 
data functional specifications, there is no reason why each el- 
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ement of information that must be managed in order to satisfy 
the functional requirements could not come from, and be con- 
trolled by, a different tactic. The choice depends on the busi- 
ness function which the records document, the organizational 
culture in which they are created, and the technological en- 
vironment or  systems architecture in which they are 
communicated, maintained, and accessed. 

First, the degree to which each functional requirement 
pertains must be assessed based on the need to satisfy it in a 
given functional area. For example, financial transactions in- 
volve different risks than personnel transactions. In manufac- 
turing organizations, the background to design decisions are 
as important as the background to policy decisions are in pub- 
lic organizations. In housekeeping functions, the fact that an 
action occurred is typically all that it is required to know, and 
even this may not need to be known for long. 

More concrete relationships between business functions 
and recordkeeping requirements resu Its from specific regula- 
tory and legal requirements for recordkeeping that pertain 
only to a specific business application domain. Hence rules 
under which the company operates may dictate the way in 
which authenticity must be documented or the procedures 
that must be in place to ensure comprehensiveness of docu- 
mentation of transactions. Often these external rules or guide- 
lines are not so much statutory or regulatory as they are de- 
rived from standards of "best practices" within an application 
domain or  discipline. Thus patient records in hospitals or re- 
search records in R&D laboratories are governed by stringent 
requirements dictated by the practitioners themselves. 
Sometimes these statements of best practices will be formal, as 
in the case of IS0 9000 product documentation standards. But 
more often they have the status of guidelines to a group of 
professionals but serve as a standard because more formal 
standards d o  not exist. When guidelines for recordkeeping 
exist in a specific business application domain, it is important 
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to incorporate them into the functional requirements adopted 
for electronic records management in that business context. 

Just as  the nature of the business functions will influence 
the approach taken to fulfilling the functional requirements, so 
will the technical ease of satisfying the requirement through 
software or system modification. The design of software appli- 
cations can help or hinder efforts to satisfy the functional re- 
quirements through design, implementation, and standards. 
Within a specific application domain, some software packages 
will serve better and others worse in achieving the same func- 
tional end. In developing a tactic for managing electronic 
records, however, it is critical to understand that application 
software boundaries are not business application boundaries. 
In some case, as  in electronic mail, many business applications 
may be conducted using the same application software (which 
is, in effect, a utility to the business application). In other cases, 
a single business application will employ many pieces of ap- 
plication software. In any event, more software than simply 
application software will be involved in the satisfaction of any 
business requirement. Strategies for management of electronic 
records depend on understanding the opportunity presented 
by the layering of software (the OSE model) and hardware (in 
distributed systems architectures). Each layer of the software 
represents a location at which a functional requirement could 
be satisfied, and every interface between hardware compo- 
nents is a "switch" across which a communicated transaction 
must flow. 

Technical aspects of the systems environment may pro- 
vide reasons to address those functional requirements being 
satisfied through systems design or implementation at partic- 
ular layers in the software or hardware architecture. Charac- 
teristics of the functional requirement or of the technical ar- 
chitecture could lead us to choose to satisfy one requirement 
through the user interface layer, another through modification 
to the application software, a third at the operating system or 
Application Platform Interface (API) layer, and a fourth at the 
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front end to a corporate filing system on the network. Later in 
this chapter, further exploration of these options will illumi- 
nate the power of using a system's technical features to imple- 
ment tactics; the point here is that the same technical charac- 
teristics may constrain our choice of tactics as well. In an envi- 
ronment in which the software application functionality is a 
given and proprietary, we may have to locate new functional- 
ity at another layer. In a systems architecture in which there 
are no corporate storage facilities, the "corporate" view of the 
local storage may have to be imposed quite differently than in 
one in which there is a physical corporate store. 

Finally, however important technical environmental con- 
straints are, the corporate culture of the organization (or of the 
specific business area upon which the strategy is focused) will 
probably be the most important variable in selecting the tactics 
to use in management of electronic records. Some corporate 
cultures are simply not amenable to certain tactics while oth- 
ers are so hospitable towards them that there is no need to de- 
velop more complex approaches. For example, the privacy act 
administrators in Sweden, when asked how they preserved 
the rights of individuals in records collected by the govern- 
ment, explained that they simply identified the original pur- 
poses for which the information was collected on each file and 
that the policy stated that the records could not be used for 
any other purpose. When I expressed surprise that such a pol- 
icy would be effective, they related to me the case of a minister 
in the present government who, wishing to use such informa- 
tion for other purposes, asked the Parliament for such an au- 
thority but was turned down. What had surprised me was that 
anyone with custody over such records would be constrained 
at all in their use, not whether Parliament might be success- 
fully petitioned to alter a use once i t  was determined. Policy 
approaches to satisfying access restrictions on records were, in 
this case, adequate, but in another corporate culture these 
might be unlikely to succeed, leading to the choice of one of 
the other tactics to satisfy this requirement. 
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PRECONDITIONS FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL 
MANAGEMENT 

Four critical success factors in implementing solutions to 
the accountable management of electronic mail are: 

(1) The identification of electronic records as the information 
associated with a business transaction. 

It is inherent in the concept of a transaction is that the in- 
formation must be communicated to be a record. Further, to be 
considered a record by an organization, the communication 
must cross what that organization regards as a "business 
boundary." Typically the concept of a business boundary is 
identical to the boundary of an individual person, so we 
would say that a record is any information communicated be- 
yond that person. Sometimes, however, because of the corpo- 
rate culture of the organization, the boundary could extend 
beyond one person to include that person's administrative as- 
sistant, a work team, or even a larger group of people. When 
this occurs it must be clearly understood by the employees 
and the systems administrators that records are only created 
when information is communicated beyond the boundaries of 
this larger aggregate as a business rule. 

(2) Corporate assignment of responsibility for accountability 
to every employee in the firm. 

It must be understood that records are corporate property 
and a resource of value which cannot be destroyed or mis- 
placed without serious consequences to the employee. Of 
course this policy must be accompanied by a training effort to 
convey to employees a mental model or conceptual framework 
of how systems in the company actually operate which is ade- 
quate for them to carry out this assigned responsibility suc- 
cessfu lly . 
(3) Recognition by records managers, archivists, auditors, 
and others concerned with records creation of the primacy of 
program requirements. 
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Not only must program requirements be acknowledged, 
the records managers and archivists need to communicate that 
attitude to program managers. Once they have succeeded they 
can begin to convince program managers that the primary rea- 
son for good record-creation and recordkeeping practices is 
that it is an operational requirement. 

(4) It is necessary to understand certain aspects of the soft- 
ware application called "electronic mail" in order to develop 
a satisfactory approach to managing the records it produces. 

Electronic mail is the generic name given to a software 
functionality which enables users to write a message and 
"send" it to another person who may see it on their computer 
at a later time. As a "store and forward" technology it makes at 
least one copy of a record of the communication and links it 
both to the act of creation/transmission and of receipt/ 
opening. It also maintains links between a mail item and 
responses to it which utilize the "respond to" software function 
and to the path of mail that utilizes the "forward" or 
"distribution list" functions. The electronic mail application 
also maintains names given to documents, security attached to 
them, and other attributes assigned by the creators. Some 
electronic mail facilities support extensive filing and even in- 
dexing attributes assigned by senders and by recipients. 

Each of these four critical success factors needs to be ex- 
plored further i f  we are to implement electronic mail as a 
recordkeeping system." 

The identification of what constitutes electronic records is 
arguably the most critical task in their management. Whatever 
definition is employed, i t  must be understood by both people 
and machines since the satisfaction of the requirements will 
involve a combination of human and system based judgments. 
In work for the United Nations in 1989, I suggested defining a 
record as a "communicated transaction." We have found this 
concept workable for both people and machines. It may be 
more completely stated as: 
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A record is any communication between one person, and 
another, between a person and a store of information 
available to others, back from the store of information to a 
person or between two computers programmed to ex- 
change data in the course of business. The important as- 
pect of this definition is that a record is not a collection of 
data but the consequence of a business event. Records 
"occur" rather than "are." 

Electronic data excluded from this definition of records in- 
cludes information that remains within the com- 
puter/workspace of a single individual or the business 
functional equivalent of a single individual, inaccessible to 
others, for private information or editing or information 
stored in a database, but not communicated in a business 
transaction to anyone else. When the information is shared 
with another person or sent to or from a machine accessible 
to others, the transaction in which it in engaged becomes a 
record. 

The virtue of this definition is the ease with which indi- 
viduals can understand it and the simplicity of instructing 
computing and communications systems to capture it. As we 
will later see in applying the definition, however, it does force 
people to adopt a more rigorous understanding of what con- 
stitutes a record than they have in many .organizations to 
date.12 

The identification of when a record occurs is only the first 
step, however, in determining what information becomes part 
of a record. Obviously the content of what is written in an 
electronic mail message will be part of what is kept, but elec- 
tronic mail, because of the velocity of communication in this 
environment, is notorious for assuming that the recipient 
knows what the message is about. E-mail that says "sure" or 
"yes" or "well done" (to quote a rather famous message from 
Admiral Poindexter to his aide Bob Pearson upon learning 
that Oliver North had succeeded in lying to Congress) is fie- 
quent. These messages are complete in their content but they 
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lack two other necessary ingredients to make them evidence: 
structure and context. The contextual data about the message 
-- which tells us  who wrote it, when and where it was posted, 
to whom and with what instructions -- is declared to the soft- 
ware system carrying the message and carried in an 
"envelope" when the message is posted outside the originating 
system. The structure is embodied in the relationships -- inter- 
nal to the message and external -- that link the data. For exam- 
ple, the links with prior messages that constitute a train of 
communications comprising a single business transaction or 
the links between text in one file and images in another when 
both were joined in a single compound document. Content, 
structure, and context must be joined for a record to be evi- 
dence. 

While the identification of a record is a precondition for 
managing it appropriately, it will not result in satisfaction of 
the functional requirements unless the organization demands 
-- and individuals accept -- responsibility for accountability. 
Unlike paper records which would remain essentially as they 
were created and interpretable over time even if  individuals 
and their managers did not do  anything proactive on their be- 
half, electronic records are not visible except under software 
control and are subject to accidental destruction or loss of 
structural and contextual information if no one takes respon- 
sibility for them. Developing policies and promoting con- 
sciousness of the need for management of electronic records is 
only the first step in promoting better practices; it may be nec- 
essary to introduce oversight and rewards for information re- 
sources management similar to those employed for manage- 
men t of financial, personnel, or property resources. 

One of the major impediments to employees taking ap- 
propriate care of electronic records is that they have a "mental 
model" of the way the system works which does not corre- 
spond to the way it works in reality. It is no use to insist that 
employees create or delete records if  they do  not understand 
the ways in which the systems on which they work create and 
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delete records. Thus employees may believe that a record 
which exists on another machine and to which they are 
pointing is actually in their computer's hard disk or that a 
record which they have "deleted" from their system is actually 
gone when neither is in fact true. Organizations which want 
their employees to behave responsibly with respect to elec- 
tronic records must teach them how their system really works 
so that their mental models will correspond to practice. 

Furthermore, no program of records management will 
succeed unless it is completely clear to everyone involved that 
the major business of the organization is the achievement of its 
mission and that the responsible management of electronic 
mail is an adjunct function that should in no way interfere 
with, and may in some ways contribute to, the achievement of 
the central programmatic missions of the organization. 
Functional requirements for electronic mail must not result in 
the loss of functionality required to perform central missions, 
produce necessary products, deliver essential services, or de- 
velop critical policies. At the same time, recordkeeping re- 
quirements are derived from the needs of organizations for 
continuity of operations and accountability; they are not 
something external to the organization and must be weighed 
in considering the overall costs and benefits of adopting new 
methods of work and new information flows. 

Finally, although the requirements for electronic mail 
systems are no  different from those of traditional correspon- 
dence control systems, the fact that electronic mail produces 
virtual documents (documents whose logical boundaries are 
not those of a given physical file) does require us to develop 
some rigorous intellectual constructs to understand these tra- 
ditional requirements. 

To begin with, we need to understand that a record con- 
sists of information derived from its content (what the creator 
writes), structure (relationships between data items main- 
tained by the computer for display and linkage), and context 
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(information documenting the provenance and use of the 
record). 

In terms of content, we need to define e-mail records as is 
what is received. The content of electronic communications 
may be edited until they are received by the addressee, but 
subsequently they must be preserved inviolably. 

With respect to structure, mail looks like and acts like 
what the recipient gets. The record is both what the recipient 
sees and the software instructions which produce the record in 
that form from the raw data which is sent. Electronic struc- 
tural links are analogous to page layout and they may consist 
of nothing more than formatting instructions, which, while 
software dependent, d o  not result in data management prob- 
lems for which there are not reasonably straightforward solu- 
tions. However two other types of structural requirements 
have been identified which are considerably more challenging 
to manage over time. 

Functionality to link items of correspondence with replies, 
forwarded materials, enclosures, and any other capabilities 
supported by the particular application package must be pre- 
served to form meaningful business transactions. The full web 
of relationships between records within a business process 
was once reflected in the collation of all the records having to 
d o  with that process in a "project" file or "cover" but the inter- 
pretation of the actual relationships was left to human beings 
processing visual and textual clues. In electronic systems these 
relationships must be managed in part because the business 
conventions for referencing such relationships are as yet un- 
der-developed and in part because they will, in any event, be 
software dependent. 

Functionality to reconstruct active relationships within 
the data must be retained whether these are supported by the 
electronic mail software (which is still very rare) or by the un- 
derlying Application Platform Interface (API) layer (which, 
because of object-oriented toolsets, is becoming quite com- 
mon). The problem can be illustrated by what is often called a 
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"dynamic document," or a document which embodies active 
content. In this kind of document, the recipient might see a 
graph drawn from a spreadsheet created from a database 
search without necessarily being aware that the graph is not 
an output product with fixed content, but instead is stored in 
the e-mail message as a search query to a database which ex- 
ports its result to a spreadsheet with embedded instructions. 
Structural data such as the user permissions set and other lim- 
itations on the view of the search database, as well as the 
database state itself, all go into determining the content of the 
record. 

In relation to context, mail is meaningful and acted on be- 
cause of its source. The context of communications must be 
preserved with them but it cannot simply be the context which 
is asserted by the sender (for instance, the date or the distribu- 
tion). Much attention has been paid to validating of signatures 
to ensure correct attribution of authorship, but the more sig- 
nificant aspect of authorization is whether the individual who 
signed has the authority to conduct the underlying trans- 
action. Electronic correspondence must be authenticated in 
part because the contents of some electronic mail messages can 
be designed to take direct effect in the receiving system with- 
out being previously assessed by humans. 

Second, electronic mail is a store-and-forward technology. 
A communication is written by a user at one workstation that 
has the ability to communicate outside itself and is sent to an- 
other user at a different workstation, often through many in- 
tervening computers. In the simplest manifestation, a user at 
one workstation attached directly to one computer leaves a 
message (creates a pointer) for another user at a workstation 
attached to that same computer. Even here, both users employ 
all software layers and hardware connections on the way to 
utilizing the mail although the original message is stored on 
the same computer which grants access permission. This as- 
pect of electronic mail provides us with significant advantages 
over paper systems because the entire process exists under the 
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control of a computing technology capable of tracking the mail 
at every step. In fact, the "electronic" aspect of electronic mail 
actually is a great advantage in its management because it 
provides numerous opportunities for solutions which are not 
present in manual systems. 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION-BASED 
TACTICS 

The problem with managing electronic mail, like that of 
mail received through the postal system or inter-office mail, is 
that electronic mail is a utility. A s  such it carries undifferenti- 
ated types of records for which we have very different busi- 
ness requirements. Since our reasons for keeping records have 
to do with business requirements for records for ongoing ac- 
tivity or long-term accountability, the fact that we do not 
know what mail contains, or more accurately what business 
transaction i t  carries out, means we do not know how it needs 
to be managed. We can not make any progress in managing 
electronic mail unless we can make the system identify the 
business transaction involved; ideally we would signal this 
information on an "envelope" so that the system could avoid 
having to "open" the mail and read i t  in order to make the de- 
cision about its management. 

One approach that has been taken to identify the business 
application source of electronic mail is similar to that used in 
paper-based systems: employees categorize their correspon- 
dence by assigning i t  a classification number. While the spe- 
cific method might vary, the implementation is to bring up a 
screen that the user must fi l l  in before the mailing can go for- 
ward. The effect of this kind of approach is that the designa- 
tion of appropriate management and retention practices is the 
responsibility of the records creator who is fully conscious that 
this is what is being requested. 

A slightly different approach is to design the user inter- 
face so that users do not see "electronic mail" as an option, but 
rather view their systems options as business tasks such as 
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"report on sales," "send policy directives," "assign w o r k  or 
"make appointments." The choice of a business task brings u p  
the electronic mail system with appropriate software function- 
ality, pre-designed distribution lists, and style sheets for that 
task. It also schedules the electronic mail transaction and de- 
termines its appropriate filing. Under this scenario, the end 
user is responsible for the effect of scheduling but does not 
consciously make the decision. 

A similar approach using the application software layer 
rather than the user interface is to develop style sheets for dif- 
ferent genres of business transactions which carry their 
scheduling requirements with them. When the user selects an 
appropriate style sheet, reformatted aspects of the message 
structure are brought onto the screen and the hidden 
scheduling information is conveyed along with the transmis- 
sion. 

Combining these approaches, the best solution would be 
to have users, instead of using software applications directly -- 
open facilities in their user interface for their business pur- 
poses such as  sending directives, making appointments, or 
scheduling staff work. Each user would have an interface de- 
signed to support the specific functions of their job. By open- 
ing a business application rather than a software application, 
the use would be declaring, in effect, what the purpose of the 
message was and how it should be managed. The reasons the 
user would select the appropriate facility for the proper pur- 
pose are both the push that the policy and the pull that the 
software capabilities each has already attached. When writing 
a directive, the style sheet for directives comes right up, the 
distribution list for directives is immediately invoked, and the 
requirements to acknowledge result in the receipt of each 
directive being audited. Directives properly handled in the di- 
rectives distribution function are tickled for review prior to 
their expiration date and can be cited as authority in other ac- 
tions (e.g., they are linked to validation tables used elsewhere). 
Directives cannot be copied locally, but are saved only in the 
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central files where they are available for all to see. Out-of-date 
copies are never found in offices. Personal notes, on the other 
hand, may be secured for viewing by only one person and will 
be deleted from local spaces after user specified times, but 
they cannot be saved to corporate storage and may not use 
corporate styles. Staff schedules use a corporate style sheet, are 
incorporated into group and individual calendars, and may be 
answered formally by using calendaring acceptance functions. 

Each type of communication employs a variety of other 
software with preset configurations, thereby facilitating work 
flow. It also declares the contents of messages for purposes of 
retention without requiring records managers or archivists to 
read the contents of each message. Occasional audits can be 
used to ensure that employees are correctly using the func- 
tions provided, with training and ultimately reprimand 
directed towards those not employing the facilities in line with 
policy. 

In addition to being identifiable by the business process 
for which they were created and in which they served as a 
transaction, electronic mail must satisfy the functional re- 
quirements applicable to all electronic records creation of be- 
ing comprehensive, complete, and authentic. 

To be able to prove that the records in the system are 
comprehensive, the inventory of records in storage must con- 
form to the log of records communicated. Any such log would 
have to be created by layers of software system below the ap- 
plication, whether the Application Program Interface (API), 
the Operating System, the External Environment Interface, or 
software at the external communication switches. The inven- 
tory would have to be created either as records were read onto 
a remote storage device for filing or as a report from the cor- 
porate file management software. 

To ensure that records are complete, a metadata model of 
the contents of a complete business transaction of the sort 
conducted under each process would be compared against the 
con tents and envelope of the electronic mail message, perhaps 
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using Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) 
markup, to ensure that all the necessary structural and con- 
textual links for that type of transaction were present. A con- 
tent data model of a complete transaction would, for example, 
require data for the sender, the recipient, the distribution list, 
the time of transmission, the time of opening, the response to 
link, the response from link and any forwarding links. 

Figure 6.1 
Layers in the Open Systems Environment Model 

USER INTERFACE 
?? 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 
8 

APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACE 
?? 

APPLICATION PLATFORM 
(ISO/OSI CONFORMANT) 

@ 
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT INTERFACE 

?? 
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 

Authentic transactions are those which originate with the 
author who claims to be the originator and who has the 
authority to launch transactions of that sort. Both of these cri- 
teria can be validated using the information collected to en- 
sure completeness or comprehensiveness. The satisfaction of 
these requirements could be enforced at the level of the API, 
where most requirements reflecting security and requiring 
definite identification of users are resolved, or at the level of 
the operating system where data is routed to appropriate files. 
See Figure 6.1. 
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"Software engines" at communication nodes can stamp 
electronic mail as it crosses boundaries, i.e., those defined by 
the organization as significant for record purposes. These 
"boundary crossings" define record transactions in a way con- 
sistent with the UN ACCIS report. Similarly, locating such en- 
gines at servers, at telecommunication gateways, and in DBMS 
in forma tion retrieval facilities could capture specified types of 
transactions for forwarding to file rooms. There they would be 
documented complete with the content, structure, and context 
of the transaction. The documentation would also include the 
configuration management data required to reconstruct the in- 
formation a user would have seen and what functions they 
would have had available to them. See Figure 6.2. 

When each functional requirement is reduced to a specifi- 
cation for particular metadata, the system designers and sys- 
tems administrators can select which "openings" provided by 
the software and hardware architecture to employ in a specific 
mechanization of its audit. In principle, each functional re- 
quirement could be satisfied by solutions found at nearly ev- 
ery layer of software and hardware. The selection of an actual 
location at which to intervene should reflect the requirements 
of the specific organization and its actual architecture. 

It will often be easier to obtain the same result at one layer 
or another because of the tools available in an organization or 
the assignment of responsibility for control of different por- 
tions of a system to different agents within the organization. If 
the tools for user interface design are not flexible enough to 
support the proposed solution of structuring the interface to 
reflect the business transactions of the organization (and 
hooking the appropriate software functionality to those func- 
tions), we could turn to another layer. For example, it might be 
more viable to build software to monitor communications traf- 
fic from the user workstation as it enters the network (thereby 
becoming available as corporate records). Also it may be nec- 
essary to use solutions at communication interfaces i f  the net- 
work administration control is tight but the local workstation 
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Figure 6.2 
Technical Environment Model 
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use control is weak. Or it may be desirable to build the func- 
tionality into corporate file rooms and ignore local filing and 
storage facilities i f  there is little corporate ability to influence 
naming conventions used by those with control over local 
workstations. 

Implementing responsible solutions to electronic records 
management can be made easier in the future by adopting ar- 
chitectures that take advantage of some relatively new ap- 
proaches to computing. Object-oriented systems, when they 
are implemented, will allow us to attach object attributes to 
records that cause them to be filed, retained, and accessed in 
the ways that a sound records policy would dictate. Client- 
server architectures allow us to built servers that will continue 
to perform their role across generations of clients that can ad- 
dress new servers, making for easier and less costly migra- 
tions. Open systems standards, if adopted, will generally make 
the task of managing distributed information resources over 
extended periods of time much easier and may lead to areas of 
interoperability even i f  complete interoperability eludes us. 
Existing standards in the electronic mail area have already 
made inter-network interchange more possible. With appro- 
priate extensions, the X.400/X.500 standards could accommo- 
date contextual and structural information needed for recon- 
struction of evidential historicity.13 

One of the outstanding issues in the management of mail 
and other electronic records concerns whether to write a rep- 
resentation of the structural and contextual information to the 
record or retain it  in the external environment. If we write a 
representation to the record, essentially adding the informa- 
tion as an extension of the content of the record itself, we can 
take advantage of the software independence of ASCII code to 
convey structural and contextual information. The disadvan- 
tages, and the advantages of retaining it in its original soft- 
ware environment, are that we have to open the message to 
identify its author, programmatic or business application 
source, date, the web of interlinked messages, and other 
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structural and contextual meanings. We will have to use great 
care in selecting a method of representation that will preserve 
our ability to manipulate the representation for purposes of 
automatically reconstructing structural links. 

In an ideal world, the envelope defined by the standard 
interchange protocol X.400 (used today in many electronic 
mail systems) would accommodate this necessary data. But 
because the need for this metadata relates to post-receipt un- 
derstandability and usability rather than to transmission, the 
X.400 protocol, which restricts itself to carrying data essential 
to successful transmission, does not provide this facility. On 
the other hand, the contextual and structural data is directly 
related to the success of the directories defined by X.500. The 
archival and auditing professions have a strong position with 
respect to the viability of such directories over time i f  they care 
to make the case to appropriate standards bodies. It should be 
noted, however, that within our community we have not yet 
accepted definitions of the essential contextual (provenancial) 
metadata nor developed methods of representation that could 
be commonly employed to indicate the kinds of structural 
links we believe it must represent. 

Defining the essential metadata for structural and con- 
textual documentation of electronic communications is one of 
the tasks being undertaken in a research project to which I am 
a consultant at the University of Pittsburgh.14 One purpose of 
such metadata would be to permit the management of 
"corporate memory,"15 whether in central corporate files or 
distributed systems by identifying the attributes that would 
serve as filing headers such as project titles, names of recipi- 
ents, dates, or accounting codes as well as file classification 
numbers where registry office file classification practices pre- 
vail. 

Once filed, the issues respecting the management of elec- 
tronic mail become those of managing electronic records in 
general. The requirements which must be satisfied in their 
maintenance are that they remain sound, auditable, exportable 
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and removable. These properties are largely ensured through 
standard data center system security and auditing applied 
with an understanding of the boundaries of the original elec- 
tronic record, boundaries which incorporate content, structure, 
and context information. 

Similarly, access to electronic mail stored as a corporate 
record involves the same measures to satisfy requirements that 
the record be available, usable, understandable, and redactable 
as would be applied to other records. These measures rely on 
systematic and continuous configuration management prac- 
tices applied to both software and hardware with an un- 
derstanding that records can only be made available, usable, 
and understandable over time if  they are migrated to current 
systems. It also recopizes that migration is extremely danger- 
ous both because i t  risks accidentally changing record linkages 
and functionalities and because it necessarily takes place in an 
interstice between two auditable systems. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Electronic mail is a new way of transporting communica- 
tions which creates a new documentary form of record. The is- 
sues associated with its management combine the require- 
ments for correspondence control and filing present in paper- 
based communications systems with the functional require- 
ments for managing any electronic recordkeeping system. The 
tactics available for managing electronic mail are those which 
are generally available to managing electronic information 
systems and the conceptual framework developed for the 
management of electronic records of any sort can be applied to 
e-mail. When we apply this framework it becomes clear that e- 
mail is a utility that can only be managed when the business 
application which the communication supports is clearly 
identified u p  front. The requirements we place on the subse- 
quent management of the record are a product of the 
scheduling and appraisal of records of that business applica- 
tion. 
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As a new documentary form, electronic mail is not gov- 
erned by many conventions. We are therefore forced in its 
management to educate users about how these systems and 
our in-house files work; design systems that recognize records 
of specific business functions and treat them accordingly; im- 
plement systems which segregate the creation and storage 
locations so  that records must cross over software switches 
that can assess how they should be managed; and deploy 
standards that contribute to better documentation of the con- 
tent of electronic mail, particularly metadata documentation 
standards. 

When this framework is applied to electronic mail, the re- 
sulting system should be more manageable than traditional 
paper-based systems both from the perspective of executing 
appropriate dispositions and from the view of users who want 
to retrieve records in the future. 
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For a useful overview of the concept of metadata in archival docu- 
mentation, see David Wallace, "Metadata and the Archival Manage- 
ment of Electronic Records: A Review," Archivaria 36 (Autumn 1993): 
87-110. See also David Bearman, "Documenting Documentation," 
Archivaria 34 (Summer 1992): 33-49, reprinted in this volume as 
Chapter 8. 

Bearman, "Armstrong v. the Executive mice of the President." 

Canadian General Standards Board, "Microfilm and Electronic Im- 
ages as Documentary Evidence," CANICGSB-72.11-93; also note IS0 
9000 / 9001. 

In their decision in Armstrong v. the Executive Office of the President, 
the U.S. Federal Appeals Court stated that under the Federal Records 
Act, the Archivist's duties are not limited to judging the suitability of 
records for disposal. In addition, the Archivist must "provide 
guidance and assistance to federal agencies with respect to ensuring 
adequate and proper documentation of the policies and transactions 
of the Federal Government and ensuring proper records disposi- 
tion." U.S. Code, section 2904(a). 
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The Federal Rules of Evidence and the Uniform Rules of Evidence 
used by most states, as well as the Federal Business Records Act and 
Uniform Photographic Copies of Business and Public Records as 
Evidence Act (UPA) used by most states in the U.S., essentially sup- 
port the use of electronic records if they are employed in the normal 
course of business, in a manner that is compliant with law and are 
used in an accountable fashion (responsible, reliable, and imple- 
men ted). 

The Federal Rules of Evidence, as amended 1 December 1993, re- 
quire records creators to reveal, within ninety days of the filing of a 
case against them, all records that might be pertinent to the case 
without having opposing counsel request them under discovery pro- 
cedures. Freedom of information and privacy laws in many coun- 
tries which are beginning to require governmental bodies to list the 
records which they create on citizens or the record systems they 
maintain for FOI queries are consistent with a trend towards up 
front declaration as are proposals such as the U.S. Government 
Information Locator System (GILS). 

lo My report, in a slightly edited form, was published as Chapter I1 
and Annexes I, 11, and V, in United Nations Advisory Committee for 
Coordination of Information Systems, Management of Electronic 
Records: Issues and Guidelines (New York: United Nations, 1990), 17- 
70, 89-107, 135-189. A somewhat abridged version of Sections A, B, 
and C of Chapter I1 is reprinted in this volume as Chapter 3. 

" David Bearman, "Record-Keeping Systems," Archivaria 36 
(Autumn 1993): 16-36, reprinted in this volume as Chapter 2. 

l2 For a fuller elaboration, see David Roberts, "Defining Electronic 
Records, Documents and Data," Archives and Manuscripts 22 (May 
1994): 14-26. 

l3 The concept of evidential historicity is developcd further in David 
Bearman, "Archival Principles and the Electronic Office" in 
Information Handling in Offices and Archives, Angelika Menne-Haritz 
ed. (New York: K.G. Saur, 1993): 177-193, reprinted in this volume as 
Chapter 5. 

l4 Further information, including a bibliography of publications of 
the research findings of the project, can be obtained from Richard J. 
Cox, Assistant Professor, School of Library and Information Science, 
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh PA 15260 or via the Internet 
from tjc@lis.pitt.edu. 
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l5 The term "corporate memory" is widely used by the Canadian 
government in its policy frameworks for management of electronic 
records, in particular by John McDonald of the Information Man- 
agement Practices and Standards Branch of the National Archives of 
Canada and by the Treasury Board Secretariat. 
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